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Mace, Men's Honorary, Taps
Two New Members Today
TODAY MACE, the honorary men's organization,
elected to its memb ers,h ip Tim Knabe and T om Conley,
both seniors. Mace, instituted in April, 1911 was the

LA 'h ' K.c.NC.t swctents march m protest over the murder of Rev. John Reeb in
Selma, Ala., three weeks, ago. The march indicated some strong feelings about civil rights on the parts of both Lawrence students and Appleton area residents.

Six Lawrentians to Receive
Woodrow Wilson Awards

.

SIX LA WREN CF. tiniversitv seniors were n amed

wi11ners of natiomd vVoodrow Wil ~,on scholarships and
another seven . . .ven~ cit <1 for honorabl e mention. This

first honor society on the Lawrence campus. Its aim is the promotion of a fourfold ideal: superior academic achievement; the
development of a strong, healthy
body; the possession of an influential moral character; and the
evidence of a sense of moral responsibility.
Knabe is an economic major
with a cumulative scholastic average of 2.351. He is a member of
Phi Delta Theta which he has
served as president, and he has
been president of the Interfraternity council.
He was a counselor to freshman
men in 1962-63; he is an outstanding athlete and had lettered m
both football and baseball. Last
spring he was awarded the Posselt Scholarship Prize for excellence in economics and the Hamilton scholarship in economics.

HOOTENANNY RESCHEDULED

Bush, English; Chuck Hoffman,
history; Dick King, art hist-Ory;
Chuck Rushton, history; Carolyn
Stickney, anthropology; and Jean
von Bernuth, bot.any.

The Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship foundation marked its
20th anniversary last month with
the awarding of $5 million in
graduate fellowships designed to
recruit new college teachers.
OVER 11,000 faculty-nominated
college seniors in the U.S. and in
Can~da competed for the grants;
1,395 were chosen for the academic year 1965-66.
The foundation also aecorded
honorable mention to 1,242. The
majority of these are expected to
receive alternate ,awards from
other sources, for their names are
circulated by the foundation to
graduate schpols in the U.S. and
Canada expressly for that purpose.

•

Recipients of Woodrow Wilson
fellowships will receive tuition
and fixed fees at the graduate
school of their choice, plus $1,800
for living expenses.
The nrogram is the largest private source of support for advanced work in the liheral arts.
It has been financed, since e'Xpansion to its present size in 1958, by
two Ford found ation grants totalling $52 million.
THE PROGRA.)1 1 began in 1945
on a small scale at Princeton uni .
versitv when four recentlv retur:-ied G.I.'s were named Kemp fellows after the donor of the first
stioend. Later the name was
changed to honor the former president of Princeton and of the
U.S., and the program was broade ned. The Ford foun dation's first
grant in 1958 dramatically enlarg€d the program to 1,000 fell ow~ a
year.
Latest Foundation records show
that nearly 6,000 former Fellows
are in college teaching or are completing their graduate studies in

preparation for teaching. Fellowsh.ip winners this year represent
361 different colleges. 23 of which
are represented for the first time.

English Department
To Sponsor Contest
Lawrence English department

will again award six prizes for
original
student
compositions
submitted for the annual literary
contest.
Any Lawrence student may submit short stories for the Hicks
prize in fiction, poems for the
Hicks prize in poetry, sketches
for the Alexander Reid prize, and
essays for the Wood prize.
Freshmen and sophomores may
enter competition for the Cusic
prize, which will be awarded for
the best essay, poem or short
story. Any student enrolled in an
English literature course is eligible to enter as many as three
essays for the Tichenor prize.
All entries are due by 4 p.m.
next Monday, April 5, in a box
marked 'English prizes' in room
20, Main hall. Carbons should be
placed in the box marked Contributor.

Radio Station Elects
Kauffman Manager
The board of control of Lawrence university radio station
WLFM has announced the new
staff for the coming : ear. Jim
Kauffman is the new general
man3ger.
Other staff members are Cooper Wood, program director; Jim
rviorri:ssete, chief operator, Jim
1 Vognum, assistant chief operator ;
and Dave Pfleger, chief announcer .
Ft1rther new staff members are
Doug Kimball. news director;
Jim McNamee, sports editor; and
John Turner and Alexandra Abercrom~:e, record librarians.
Board of control is composed
of Dr. Herbert K. Tjossem, Dr.
Bradner W. Coursen, Clyde Duncan, Dr. W. Paul Gilbert, Jos€ph
A. Hopfensperger and Marwin O.
Wrolstad.

TOM C. CONLEY

The hootenanny scheduled
for tonight has been postponed

Shallat To Lead

until 9:30 p.m. Thursday,
Aprtl 8, in the Viking room.

'Beggar's Opera'

0

makes a total of 41 scholarships
and 12 honorable mentions won by
Lawrence students in the Wilson
romn€tition sinoe 1953.
WINNERS are Corry Azzi, ec-0nomJcs; Carol Bellinghausen, English; Tom Conley, French; Maija
Dreimane, Ba1to-Slavic literature;
Bob Kadarauch, philosophy ; and
Fred Lerdahl, musicology.
Honorable mention was made of
Sean Austin, ps:vchology; Elliot

scholarship for graduate study in
preparation for college teaching.

Lawrenc,e Receives
Grant from Texaco
Lawrence has received a $1500
grant from the Texaco Aid to Education program, . which will be
added to the scholarship fund according · to · President Curtis W.
Tan·.
Texaco's support to higher education was established in 1956,
and takes several forms-a direct
scholarship porgram for 300 students, either at the undergraduate or graduate level, at 80 colleges and universities; and annual
unrestricted grants to 150 colleges
and universities. Lawrence's
awards falls in the la tier category. In addition, grants are
made for projects of particular
importance to the company.

TIMOTHY P. KNABE

Conley is a French majo.r with
a cumulative average of 2.33. He
is a member of the Film Classics
board and the Letterman's club.
He plays baseball and is on the
swimming team.
In addition, he has been a counselor for two years. He was recently awarded a Woodrow wqson

SS Announces Deadlines
For Chairmanship Petitions
PETITIONS for committee chairmanships will be
due Sunday, April 11, announced Student president
Mark Saltzman at last Monday's meeting. Prospective
chairmen must submit their applications to him by that date. The
petitions will be read and actual
chairmen selected at the two succeeding SS meetings.
UNDER the heading of old business, Saltzman reported that the
plans for dormitory dating rooms
are being revised. Dr. Tarr has
indicated to him that the possibility of building permanent rooms
sio ilar to the Uriion hi-fi room
were no\v un:ler consi<leration.
Initial plans called for sma~l cubicles b1.1ilt with temwrary dividing wallc: .
·
Kim Da-r m1ers announced that
"all students had returned safely"

Downe:r' s Peterson

Publfahes Article
Dr. Walter F. Peteron, associate professor of h.istory. authored the article, "The Reliance
Works of Decker and Seville," appeari ng in the March issue of the
Historical ~1essen ~er of the Mil'Naukee County historical sodety.
Peterson, a former faculty
member at Milwaukee-Downer
college, is on leave of absence in
Milwau1{ee U1is year, working on
various research projects.

from

their

spring vacation at

Southern colleges. Lawrentians
who visited Clark and Tougaloo
will diseuss their experiences at
a meeting Wednesday, April 7, in
the Union.
Tougaloo students will visit
Lawrence this coming week, Dammers said. Students from Clark
are expected over Easter weekend.
SALTZMAN announc€d that the
new infirmary will be built just
north of Colman hall. The two
buildings will be connected, allowing the Colman kitchen to provide
food service for ill students. Old
buildings now in the area will be
removed , and the entire area
landscaped.
Over spring vacat' on , Saltzman
said, he visited St. Norbert's, Oshkosh ,and Beloit colleges. Meeting

with student leaders, he began
work on plans for a speaker exchange program.
Each colle~e has agreed to keep
the others informed about speakers appearing on their campus.
The Speakers committee will prepare a master list of all speakers
apfearing in the area, for the
benefit of campus groups.

Dr. David Mayer lll, assistant
professor of tlIBatre and drama,
and John Koopman, assistant professor of music, have announced
the cast for the forthcoming Lawrence University theatre production of "The Beggar's Opera" to
be given May 12-15.
Phil Shallat will star as Macheath, Pat Anderson as Polly
Peachum and Marti Virtue as
Lucy Lockirt.
Other members of the cast are
Jack Swanson, Peachum; Dave
Streit, Lockit; Bill McKenna,
Filch; Gordon Lutz, the Beggar;
Tom Braun, the Player; Becky
Johnson, Mrs. Peachum; Maya
Duesberg, Diana '!'rapes; and Sue
Glaser, Jenny Diver
Members of the gang are Bill
Phillips, Elliott Bush, Bill Barton, Jim Stiles, Jack Herr, John
O'Boyle, Ted Katzoff, David
Chambers and George Witt.
Women of the town will be played by Chris Kaufman, Kathy
Lipp, Nora Bailey, Lee Dodds,
Bobbie Paterson, Mary Schelhorn
and Joanne Ristau. An orchestra
of college and conservatory students will be directed by Liz
Zethmayr and Chuck Lord.
Sign-up sheets have been posted
around campus for people interested in working on production
crews. People with experience
ranging from ,t he rank amat.eur
to the master carpenter are urgently needed.
Anyone who is interested in
playing in the orchestra is urged
to contact Liz Zethmayr extension 371, or Chuck Lord, extension 300.

Seniors Will Speak
On Honors Program
Underclassmen , especially juniors , interested in participating in the honors program next
vear are invited te attend the hon~rs tea at 4 p .m . next Friday,
April 9, in the Art center.
Three S€niors presently doing
honors work will speak They are
Susan Anderson, philosophy ; Elliott Bush, English; and Rick
Rapport, biology.
Tea will be served following the
talks.
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Greek ,Organizations Select
Leaders For Coming Year
FIVE SORORITIES and five fraternities have announced their officers for next year.
Alpha Chi Omega's new officers are Ann Cernx,
president; Lynn Racquet, first
vice-president; Barbara Dancey,
second vice-president; and Barhara Willen, treasurer.
DELTA GAMMA has elected
Peg Fuller, president; Marsha
Glidden, first vice-president; Ann
Downing, second vice-president;
Liz Thranow, recording s~retary ;
Nancy Young, correspondmg secretary ; and Sue Day, treasurer.
New Kappa Alpha Theta officers are Sue Eaton, president;
Judy Pauni_. first vice-p~·esiden~;
Barb Martm. second v1ce-pres1dent; Banner Kalbfus, recording
secretary;. Mary Ann Rolston,
corresponding secretary; and
Margo Masuhr, treasurer.
Kappa Delta's new officers are
Jan Agren , president ; Crary
Hoyt,
vice-president;
Bonnie
Booth, secretary; Bert Haiges,
treasurer, Marilyn Wohlt, assistant treasurer; Betsy Berg, editor;
and. Mary Proctor, membership
cha~an.
.
P1 Beta P?1 has el~ed Margaret Cornelison, president; Ann~tte Matfia, vice-president; Mitz1 Schneider, corresponding secretary; Holly Guequierre, record-

ing secretary; and Sue Dudley,
treasurer.
Beta Theta Pi's new officers -are
Fred Nordeen, president; Tony
Beadell, vice-president; and Jay
Roahn, treasurer.
Phi Delta Theta officers are
Pete Kafura, president; Don
Skinner, vice-president; Jack Robertson,
treasurer ;
and
Phil
Strong, S€cretary.
The new Phi Gamma Delta officers are Steve Gregerson, president; Chuck Lord, recording secretary; Ed Rath, treasurer; Dave
Gregerson, corresponding secretary; an<l Chuck Porter, historian.
Phi Kappa Tau has elected William Hochkammer, president;
John Vedder, vice-president; Bill
Rooy, treasurer; Bruce Bauel',
corresponding secretary; · and
Bruce Manheim, recording secretary.

The new officers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon are Bill Wagner, president; Don Jackson, vice-president; Dan Walkovitz, treasurer;
Dave Remley, recorder; and
Dave Rendall, secretary.
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TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS
During the past two terms
many of our subscription
copies have been received late.
In an effort to provide better
service, the Lawrentian has
placed post-office tracers on
certain subscribers' copies.
AB a result we have located
the source of the delay ,and
have employed methods for a
tempoNlI'y solution for the remainder of this term.
Next year a new system of
mailing will avoid the entire
problem and provide better
service fer our subscribers.

Paper Corporation
Gives Boiler Plant
A boiler house assessed at $50,000, located in the 200 block of

East Water st. has been given to
Lawrence university by the Fox
River Paper corporation.
Transfer of the title was announced today by H. P. Dixson,
president of Fox River Paper.
Lawrence intends to add $375,000 worth of equipment and improvements to the property to
construct a new central heating
plant for the campus. It will deactivate its present plant behind
Stephenson Hall of Science.
The Fox River Paper boiler
house, unused since the construction of a new facility at the Telulah plant, is approximately two
blocks from the present Lawrence
plant. Steam lines will be laid
across from the J . B. Courtney
Woolen Mills property at 301 E.
Water st., across the terrace
above the Lawrence tennis courts,
and joined to the present system.
Easement for a st€am line is
now being sought from the Courtney partners, while access rights
to the plant have already been
given by Fox River Paper, since
the plant is an island within the
paper corporation's property.
In establishing a new central
heating plant, Lawrence will convert from coal to gas heat, to
eliminate problems of smoke, ash
removal and coal storage. Both
the Lawrence and the Fox River
Paper corporation's smoke stacks
will be torn down to improve the
appearance of the campus.

Cadets See Success

? WHY?
Should you have to wait for a bus when you're
in a hurry?
Should you spend your hard-earned cash for
juice for that big gas-hog'?
Should y'ou miss half the fun of going someplace - the "getting there."

When You Could
Have the transportation at the door!
Be getting up to 160 miles per gallon!
Really living it up!

WHY NOT TALK OVER THE WHOLE THING
with LLOYD at

JIFFY :CYCLE SERVICE
320 Union Place
Evenings 7 :00-10 :00
Appleton, Wisconsin
Home of Triumph, Norton, and Ducati
THE SMART WAY TO GO!

In First Solo Flight
Lt. Col. Carroll Newstrom, professor of aeropace studies for the
AFROTC unit at Lawrence, recently congratulated advanced
corps cadets on the success of
their first solo fUghts.
The cadets, Lt. Col. Bob Leadbitter, presently commander of
the cadet corps, and Capt. Jim
Lynum, corps administrative officer as well as Capt. Tom
Brady, flight commander, have
recently completed the Air Force
Flight Instruction program.
The colonel commented that
''while most people 'fly' nowadays, those who fly are still relatively few," and that the former
"will never quite understand the
experiences o f breath - talcing
scenes of beauty or the exhilarating thrills that will be yours."
'The FIP enables qualified senior cadets to be given a full
course of pilot instruction in light
aircraft at a local airport. Tile
purpose of the program is to determine whether the cadets in
FIP have the aptitude for the
more advanced level of flight
training in the air force.
As a bonus of FIP, each cadet
can earn his private pilot's license upon successful completion
of this course. In addition, the
graduate is well prepared to
work !or his silver pilot wings at
the rigorous twelve-month air
force flight school.

TONY DODGE and Lee Dodds in a recent one-act
play. These plays are produced by students for term
projects.

Music Professor, Students

To Give Recitals This Week.
PIANIST Robert Below, assistant professor of mu sic, has chos.en major works of Schumann and Chopin
fo1 · his publi c recital at 4 p.m. Sunday April 4, in Harper hall.
HIS PROGRAM consists of
" Krei seriana, Op. 16," by Sclmmann, and the " Sonata in B minor , Op . 58," by Chopin.

Below joined the Lawrence faculty in 1964. He taught previously
for five years at the University of

California (Davis) and for -a year
at William, Woods college, Fulton,
Mo. Sunday's recital is Below's
second here th.is season..
Seniors Bobbie D' Ambrosio and
Bob Clark will be heard in a recital of vocal and woodwind music at 8: 15 p.m . Friday, April 2,
in Harp€I" hall.
M1SS D' AMBROSIO, a soprano ,

will sing works of Rodriogo, Montsal vatge, Torina and WoU, along
with the aria "Steal Me, Sweet
Thief' ' from •'The Old Maid and
the Thief," by Gian-Carlo Menotti.
Clark, a ctarinetist, will play the
"Concerto No. 1 in F minor, Op.
73," by von Weber, and the 1927
''Sonatine" by Milhaud.
Miss D'Arnbrosio will join hjro

in a dosing work, "Der Hirt auf
dem Felsen , Op. 129," by Franz
Schubert.
Miss D' Ambrosio is a student of
John Koopman, -assistant professor of music. She is a candidate
for a bachelor's degree with a ma.ior in music. Cl.ark studies with
Dan C. Sp.arks, instructor j_n music. He is Mus.B. candidate in
music education.
Karen Schiebler, a junior, will
present a recital at 8: 15 p.m.
Monday, April 5, in Harper hall.
Miss Schiebler, a soprano, will be
assisted by oboist Ellen Larson
and pianist Shirley Barstow.
THEffi program includes arias
TOUGALOO DISCUSSION
Students from Tougaloo and
Lawrence \\rill discuss their experiences at a southern college
at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday, April
7, in the Riverview lounge.
Questions from the flooa· will
be welcomed after the speakers' talks.

for soprano with oboe obligato,.
from Cantatas 21 and 98 by J. S..
Bach ; Titiana's "Letter Scene' '
from the opera "Eugene Onegin,n
by Tschaikovsky ; and songs of
Cheusson, Faure, Brahms and

Cop.land.
ANDREA Schwellinger, also a:.
junior, will present a public pianCl'
recital at 8: 15 p.m. Thursday .
April 8, in Harper hall.

Her program consis~ of the ·
"Ballades," Op. 10, by Johannes .
Brahms, and "Images," Vol. I ~
by Claude Debussy.

'Miss Schwellinger is from th~
piano studio of Theodore L. Reh{,
assistant professor of music.

Richman Will Give_
Phi Bete Lecture
Dr. Sumner Richman, assistant
profe.ssor of biology, will deliver
the fourth in a series of public lectures sponsored by the Wisconsm
Gamma Delta chapter of the Phi
Beta Kappa society at 8 p.m .•
Tuesday, April 6, in the Worcester Art center. His topic will be
"Biological Integrators in the
Balance of Nature. "
Richman has worked for the·
past four years under Nation.alt
Science foundation support investigating the rate of energy transfer bet\\·een the plant and aniinali.
levels of an ecological system.
His project, described generally:as a problem of bioenergetics.
seeks to determine what environmental variables affect this: energy transfer, and to provide· general background on the variables,,
or " integrators ," as they are· caUed.
The study, involving small
aquatic plants and animals knowu:
as plankton is being carried' out
on Lake Winnebago. It concel'l1$
certain of the lake's species of
green algae and a micro-crusta~
cean called the eopepod.
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Student Journal to ·publish
Tutorial and Honors Papers

Syinposiuni Will Exa01ine
College, Co0101unity Growth

SURVEY a "student journal of social ,s cience," will
· publish its first issue sometime .during ~he third ter!-!1.
De!:dgned to be a more academ1cally-or1ented Contrib-

LA WREN CE university will hold a Community Planning s,y mposium on Saturday, April 10. The symposium
will examine both Appleton's current commitment to

utor, the publication will feature
student papers rrom the departments of government, anthropology, psychology, economics, history and philosophy.
"WE FEEL there is a definite
need for a publication of this kind
on the Lawrence campus," says
David Beam, a member of the
Survey editorial board.
"The editorial board feels many
students would enjoy the opportunity to read .about the projects
being done he1·e in tutorial studies
or for honors. · They also think
many would like a chance t-0 see
their work published."

Other members of the editorial
board include 'Sue Nelson, Lynn
Kehoe, Carolyn Stickney. Judy
Michalowski, Jean Lampert, Harley Holt and Bob Kadarauch.
ONE ISSUE is planned for this
year, but the group hopes the
journal will pr~ve popular enough
to warrant two or three issues a
year in the futw·e. Now being financed 'by the anthropology department, the board hopes the
publication will gain Student Senate sponsorship in the manner of
the Miel, Lawrentian and Contributor.
Papers using an inter-disciplinary approaeh to behavioral studies
are especially sought for the publication. Articles will be selected
according to general interst t.o aB
students engaged in social research, competence in hand)ing of
the subject matter, and darity of

rn·o Will perform

For Final Concert
Of Chamber Series
German pianist-composer Hermann Reutter and Wisconsin vocal artists John and Marion Paton
will share the spotlight at the final concert of the 1964-65 Chamber Music series at 8:15 p.m.,
Friday, April 9, in Harper hall.
Reutter, equally distinguished as
a pianist. composer and teacher,
is director of the State Conservatory of Music, Stuttgart, Germany.
Paton. a tenor and former Reutter student, was soloist with the
Lawrence Choral society at its annual "Messiah" ])€rformance in
December. ·Mrs. Paton, a soprano,
has made a number of Fox Valley
recital appearances with her husband.
The trio's concert will feature
Reutter as pianist and composer.
Four of his major vocal scores
are represented, along with sacred and secular works by Hugo
Wolf.
Tickets for the progrrun go on
sale Tuesday, Mar. 30, at the
Lawrence box office.

style.
The deadline for contributions is
April 18. Any member of the editorial board will accept papers.
While the group expects that students engaged in honors or tutorial studies will furnish the bulk
of contributions, they are interested in examining high-quality
manuscripts of any kind.

SENIOR Rick Rapport addressed last Tuesday's Science Collo·
quium on glandular effects on
hunger in rats, a project on which
he has been working for some
time.

Greeks to Sponsor
Annual Sing, Dance
The Greek Sing, sponsored by
Sigma Phi Epsilon, consists of
inter-fraternity and -sorority competitions. Each group will do two
songs.
The event will 'be held at 7:30
p.m. Friday, April 9, in the
Chapel.
The Greek Ball sponsored by
Junior Panhel, will be from 9 to 1
a.m. Saturday, April 10, in the
Riverview lounge. The theme is
Dionysia, from Dionysius, the
Greek god of wine.
Each fraternity and sorority h.sis
nominated a candidate for the
penny king and queen: they will
be crowned during the dance.
Herb Breitzman's band will play.
The dress is semi-formal.

THE NEXT chamber music ser-

ies concert will feature German
composer-pianist Hermann Reutter who will join with Wisconsin
vocaUsts John and Marion Paton.

and the Far East.

He has published a book and
numerous a1iicles, the most recent of which is "The Shape of
the Year 2000" which appeared
in the January 23 issue of the Saturday Review this year.
AT I p.m. in the Youngchild
auditorium, Dr. Curtis W. Tarr;
Thomas Van Housen, a Lawrence
alumnus who has helped plan
much of the Macalaster college
in St. Paul, Minn., and Frank
Shattuck, the university architect, will discuss college and university planning and present some
of the needs and goals of Lawrence university.

Lantern Will Elect
Twelve New Officers
The steering board of Lantern
organization has announced that elections of officers
and committee heads will be conducted at 7 p.m., Wednesday,
April 7. in the Riverview lounge
of the Union.
Twelve positions will be open
for nominations: president, secretary, treasurer, five community projects directors, two student infomation directors, a publicity director and a fund-raising
director.
Pe-sons interested in these positions will be asked to submit
their names for consideration. The
present steering board will then
elect its own successors.
Service

Do It Tonight . . . at

The ,WURSTHAUS
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422 W . College Avenue

Appleton
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THERE'·S NO DOUBT ABOUT IT!
Medicinals, Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics and
Prompt, Courteous Service

•

BELLING
"The Pharmacy Nearest to Campus"

JANUS FILMS presents

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

The SILENCE
"On incest, self-defilement and nymphomania 1
this Bergman late~t is the mos,t shocking film
I have ever seen. I couldn't believe my eyes!"

-Wonda Hale, News

APR/ L ·6th - 7th & 8th

APPLETON

PHil.OSOPHY CLUB
. There will be ,a meeting of
the Philosophy club at 8 p.m.
next Monday, April 5, in library 102.
Bob Kadarauch
will read a paper on .. The
Geometry of Physical Sp,ace;"
discussion will follow and an
are welcome.

Party and Gilt Shop

THE symposium will conclude
with a panel discussion at 7 p.m.
in Younchild hall. Members - of
both the afternoon sessions, led by
Polk, will discuss the relationship
of university and city planning
summing up the day's discussions.
The symposium is sponsored by
administration, the alumni association and the Student Senate of
Lawrence university. Elliott Bush
and John Davis are the co-ordinators of the event.

St. Paf'rick' s Day?

Four persons from Lawrence
university and Appleton will play
prominent parts in the 1965 joint
meeting between the Central
States Anthropological society and
the American Ethnological society
at Lexington , Ky., April 15
through 17.
Harold K. Schneider, associate
professor of anthropology, is second vice-president and program
chairman of the Central States
Anthropological society, w hi I e
alumnus John Messenger, now on
the Indiana university faculty, is
a member of the executive committee's _board. Messenger will
lead a symposium on sex, in
which Schneider will take part,
speaking on "the Tura Mbuya
relationship."
Lawrence senior Carolyn Stickney, will read one of the American Ethnological society student
prize papers on ''The Bantu Religious - Philosophical System",
while F. Theodore Cloak, Jr.,
whose father is on the Lawrence
faculty , will read a paper on "Acculturation and the Culture Concept." Cloak is associated with
the University of Wisconsin. His
paper is one of those competing
in the Central State Anthropological society prize contest.

Easter Decorations
and Cards

Taking part will be Walter C.
Rasmussen, director of city planning; John Alston, the r·esident
planner; Eugene Franchette, director of the Fox Valley Regional
Planning commission; W. T. Bernard, chairman of the Project 70
committee: and Gus A. Zuehlke,
the co-chairman of the Downtown
Tomorrow committee.

Did You FORGET to CELEBRATE
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cussion of some of the plans for
Appleton area development and
how these plans affect the Lawrence environment.

The day's program will begin
with a keynote speech in the Chapel at 10:40 a.m. by Benjamin Polk,
an -a rchitect whose experience includes ten years' work in India

~~~~~~n~-u..n..~~~~~~~ .
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This session will be followed at
3 p.m. by .a presentation and disM

lar:

Students Will Attend
Anthro Symposium

Schneider To Speak
On Population Boom
Dr. Harold K. Schneider, aswciate professor of anthropology,
will address the last of this year's
alumni - sponsored Great Decisions meetings.
Schneider, chairman of the university's anthropology department, will speak on the topic
"The Population Boom-Can It
Be Controlled?"
The program is eighth in the
foreign affairs discussion series
presented in cooperation with the
National Foreign Policy association. Sirriilar series are being conducted throughout the nation. Information packets and luncheon
tickets are available at the Lawrence alumni office, 706 E. College ave.
Schneider joined the Lawrence
faculty in 1953. He earned a B.A.
degree in sociology from Macalester college, St. Paul, and a Ph.
D. in anthropology at Northwestern university. He was a graduate
assistant in anthropology for two
vears at Northwestern, and did
field research in the Kenya colony for a year immediately before coming to Lawrence.
His professional memberships
include the American Anthropological association, the Central
State Anthropological association,
the International African institute
and the Royal anthropoligical society.
He has had articles published
in the American Anthropologist
and Midwest Folklore reviews,
and his study, "A Model of AfriM
can Indigenous Economy and Society," was recently published by
the Journal of Comparative Studies of Society and History.
Schneider's address will be held
at noon on Thursday, April 8, in
Colman Hall.

long range growth and Lawrence's need for new facilities
and campus expansion.
THE symposium will provide a
theoretical speculation and practical discussion of ideas about
community planning - Lawrence
and Appleton planning in particu-
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PROGRAMX
Jim Choudoir
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
9:30-10:30 .p.m.

on WHBY -

1230 on Every Dial

LWA Constitution Changes

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
I would like to thank the faculty
for their generous contributions ,
the students for their support in
the Tags for Tougaloo sales, and
the Student Senate for its ample
allotment.
The money will be used to cover
transportation expenses and meal
expenses for both groups of visitors from Clark college in Atlanta,
Georgia, and Tougaloo college in
Mississippi.
Next week. we will be having
visitors up fr om Tougaloo. Then
on Thursday, April 15, we will
have visitors from Clark. We hope
that the fac ulty and students will
make every attempt to meet and
to speak with our visitors. They
will be attending classes, participating in our socia l activities and
touring the neighboring areas.
MARY ANN MASUDA
To the Editor:
A day or so before the Appleton
march in mourning for Rev. Reeb,
I voiced my intention to take part
in it to a fellow Lawrentian. He
challenged me to justify the idea
~ a handful of students taking an
afternoon walk in the alleys of
Appleton, Wisconsin, because
something had happened in Selma,
Alabama.
He wondered aloud just how
much the march would do to help
things in Alabama. The attitude
of this Lawrentian had something
in common with what I had noticed in the majority of students
with whom I had had occasion to
discuss the march previously.
Some of them feared , a few

hoped and yet others were sure
that the march would attract no
more than a handful of students;
they agreed in the prediction that
the attendance would be scanty.
One Lawrentian said to me rather jeeringly, if jocularly, that he
would be on hand to laugh at the
scantiness of the march.
The most I could say in reply to
these people was that I thought
the idea of the march would be
as valid with a handful of studen ts as with the whole town
marching, though I hoped there
would be more than a handful of
students.
I admitted only to myself that
I feared their predictiQn might
come true, judging from the general attitude of the students. I
0onfess I went to the march pessimistically expecting to find the
merest hand£ul of aimless-looking
students assembled for it.
I was much surprised, encouraged and inspired to find that the
people of Appleton had turned up
in their hundreds to join us in
mourning for Rev. Reeb and to
express their sympathy with the
cause . for which he had died.
At the end of the afternoon there
was no doubt that the march had
been impressively attended by
Appletonians , competently chaperoned by the police and inspiringly conducted by members of
the faculty and the religious leaders of the community.
Anybody who was on hand with
ears to hear and eyes to see must
have found it hard to remain unimpressed.

Following are the proposed
Constitutional changes for the
Lawrence Women 's Association.
Where changes are short, they are
for the most part indicat€<l by
bold-face type.
ARTICLE IV
1. The L.W.A . Council, shall have
executive and legisl.ative pow·

er.
2. The Jud icial Board, shall have

judicial powe-r.

1

LUKE 0 . NDINYA

Fun niest
Th is i s N OT an
Educat ional Fil m!

THE exuberant Douglas Campbell. many-talented actor a nd
artistic director , gave readings
from Shakespeare in the last convocaUon of March 10.

Players To Present
'The Three Bears'

ARTICLE V
Section 1
1. Voting members
a . Officers of L. W.A.
b. The presidents of all dorms
a nd sma ll houses .
c. The head proctors of large
dormitories: Colman, Sage,
Ormsby, Alstad .
d. L.W.A. floor representa tives
of la rge dormitories : Colman, Sage, Ormsby, Alstad.
1. Each upper class dorm
shall elect one L.W.A.
representative \\ith the
exception of Sage which
elects four, and Colman
which shall elect two
from self-nominated individuals.
2. Freshman dorms- refer
to Article IX , Secition
IX, Clause I.e.

"The Three Bears, " Chariotte
Chorpennlng' s stage adaptation of
the children·s fairy tale classic,
will be presented by the Milwaukee Reoertoire Theatre's Pick-aPack players in two perfo11nances
at 1:30 and 3 :30 p.m. , Saturday,
April 10, in Stansbury theatre.
"The Three Bears" is based on
the familiar tale of Goldilocks and
the Bear family. In ,this case,
however, the family's biggest
problems stem from trying to
bring up Baby Bear in a "civilized way."
A saucy new character, Grizzly,
is added to the production, and he
almost succeeds in upsetting the
family's developme nt program for
Baby Bear.
Director E dith Mahler is assisted by technical director Kenneth Johnson, an instructor at the
Milwaukee School of Engineering. ·
Mr. P ick-a-Pack introduces each
performance and sets the stage
for a good deal of fantasy on the
POET William Meredith read separ t of young people's audiences.
lections from his poetry to an
Reserved seat tickets are on
·interested audience on March 10.
sale at the university box office.

13. 'Duties of representatives

shall be :
a. To attend all L.W.A.

meetings with voting
power.
·
b. To call meetings for
discussion of important
L.W.A. business and to
return the results of the
group deliberations to
to the L.W.A. Council.
2. Non-voting members
ll . The representative of W.R.
A.

b. The representative of P anHellenic Council.
c. Two women faculty advisors
1. Dean of Women
2. One woman faculty member to be selected by the
Executive Board every
year.
d. Head proctors of small
houses.
Section Ill
1. To serve as the executive and
legislative body of the Association.
ARTICLE VI
Section I
3.
Judicial Board, if that
class is not already represent-

ed.
ARTICLE VII
Section I

. . by the President with the
Council's ,approval.
ARTICLE IX
Section I

. shall be elected by a majority vote before room choosing in the spring ... .
ARTICLE X
Section II
(Proposed to delete CJ.a.use VI
entirely.)
ARTICLE XI
Section III
An amendment shall be passed
by a two-thirds vote of those
L.W.A. members voting .
ARTICLE XI
Section IV
rrhe L.W.A. Constitution shall be
reviewed in the fall every eveon um bered year by a constitutional
committee headed by the L .W.A.
president.
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BRASS WAX - $10.98

RECORDS
LARGE SELECTION -

FOLK and CLASSICAL

Schulz Music Co.
208 E. College Ave.
RE 4-1454

HAWAII

WANT TO

University of Hawaii Study ro·ur

Start the Term Out the

Right Way?
COME DOWN TO

FRANK and PAT'S PIZZA

PALACE
815 West Co l!ege Ave.

FootHugging
COMFORT

LEAVE JUNE 19 ... RETURN JULY 31, 1965
Also Teachers Tours Available

15 Days Jet Tour to Hawaii
Includes: MAUI, KAUAI, and HAWAII
plus tax

$456.00

by

pedwine
RE 4-9131

FREE DORM DELIVERY on Two or More Pizzas
Until 1 :00 a.m.

$695.00
Six Weeks - Tax Inc.
Round trip jet. 43 days in Hawaii. Included is Waik iki hotel acommodations, sightseeing, parties
and more .

SONNY

Inc ludes rou nd tr ip cha rter jet from Cr icago.
Aloha floral le i greeti ngs . Airport transfers,
V/aikik i hotel acommodations.

'IO days in Hono lulu, 5 days on Maui, Kauai, Hawaii
Departure Dates:
JUNE 19, JULY 3 and 17, 1965

,'L EI L ANI T OURS, I N G•

BREITENBACH
Shoes
128 E. College Ave.

For further infromation contact:
JERRY DeBRUIN, 126 S. Pine, Kimberly, Wis.

·

Phone ST 8· 1753
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Lawrentian Examines Plan
For Counselor's Selection
prevent girls from applying for themere prestige value of the position.
THE basis of the latter question about prestige rests on the
relation of the counseling system
This procedure results in the se- to the campus ; prestige value
lection of 24 girls and usually two could play a part in a girl's decior three alternates. The question sion to apply; however, Miss Morremains whether this system is ton feels that applicants from the
as unbiased as it is made out.
first meeting are made aware that
When asked about the type of counseling is a big commitment.
girls selected for counseling, Miss
She .added that the selection proMorton replied that there was no cess tends to eliminate girls intersuch thing as a "coun~lor type."
ested only in the prestige value.
She noted that counselors are out- Nevertheless, the question of ~resgoing girls, quiet girls, girls with tige is important.
high grade points, girls with avAfter ~lection of the counselors,
erage grade points. girls common- they receive instruction during the
ly known as "wheels" and girls
year and in-service training next
who have few extracurricular
year. The four meetings this
activities.
spring consist of discussions with
HOWEVER, she did state that
a counseling psychologist and disa counselor must be willing to put cussions about relationships beherself out for the program; sim- tween counselors and various deilarily, a counselor must be inter- partments of the university.
ested in getting freshmen off to
MISS MORTON noted in her
· a good start and be able to serve
speech that the instructors do their
as a sort of model for the freshbest to teach counselors the skills
man girls.
they will need including when and
At the same time, Miss Morton
how to refer serious problems to
stated that they were not looking persons competent to handle them.
for the type of girl who tended to
During the year instructien
dominate or to over-protect comes with current problems sucla
people.
as how to help freshmen cope with
In her address to applicants last their first fin.al exams. Also durTuesday, Miss Morton emphasiz- ing the year counselors have regn~
ed that junior counselors are by lar meetings with head residents
no means junior psychologists;
and head counselors.
however, it is difficult to deter)Miss Morton stated that she did
mine whether all these junior psy- not hold weekly conferences with
chologists can be eliminated.
individual counselors; however,
IN FURTHER questioning about
she noted that Miss Trautwein and
the type of girl selected, Miss she were available to meet witlt
Morton commented upon the in- coun~lors who wished to discuS&
crease in the number of indepen- problems.
dent counselors .
LEAVING the discussion of the
She stated that although coun- instruction, we will attempt in our
seling tended to appeal more to next article to examine the actual
the sorority girl than to the in- use of this instruction in a discusdependent because of its neces· sion of duties and obligations of
sa.ry organiz,ation, an increasing counselors.
number of independents had apAt th.is time we will look lurplied and been selected in the ther into the counselor-dean conpast years.
tact during the year and into the
The question remains how to at- use of the individual reports on
tract girls who are seriously in- freshmen which womoo counselterested in counseling and how to ors must file with the dean.

By DIANE A. BANTHIN
IN THE SECON D installment of its series on the
counseling system, the Lawrentian interviewed Miss
Mary E. Morton, dean of women, for the basic inform a-

StudentF indsEmotion,
Friends in Visit South
By ROGER H. QUINDEL
"WE SHALL overcome." These words echoed thundero usly through the streets of Montgomery, Ala., and
affected the nation. My one-day excursion to the
march on Montgomery with fellow Lawrentians Dave Johnson
a nd Neil Friedman highlighted
my spring vacation which was
spent at all-Negro Tougaloo college in Jacks-on, Mississippi.
WHATEVER effect this march
had on people around the country
was magnified tenfold for anyone
.actually there.
The emotional ilmpact of the
thousands of Negroes. and whites
singing and marching together
t:annot be properly expressed. All
I can say is I've never felt ,anything like it before; the march
8eemed to symbolize the whole
purpose of the civil rights movement and the hope for better huw
man understanding.
But the march did not make my
week at Tougaloo; rather, it was
the friendliness of the students.
Despite the fact that we were the
fifth exchange group at Tougaloo
this semester, the students went
out of their way to be friendly
an<l helpful.
WHEN I talked to Tougaloo students I might just as well have
been in Appleton talking to Lawrence students. The people were
just the same-some studious,
some " goof-offs ," some "cool,"
some not. But the most important thing I learned was that peo·
ple everywhere are the same regard)es,;; of race.
During my week I even managed to go to some classes. I felt
nt was not in the best of taste to
be t.he only person ever to "cut"
exchan~e program classes.
I
thought some ct.asses were hard,
and some easv-generally on a,
level only slightly below Lawl!'ence.
This "lag" is of course due to
the deficient background Negro
students receive in high school. A
year of science, a year of math
and no foreign language is a typical high school program.
TOUGALOO in many ways is
similar to Lawrence. They have

their Spot, the equivalent of our
WW'sthaus. Three fraternities and
two sororities are part of the
small ('550 students) college.
The buildings on the whole arc
good and the science building is
excellent. The campus is centrally located on the college's 55@
acres.
The choir, which is making a
tour of the central states during
spring vacation, is probably one
of the finest small-college choirs
in the nation, and the play, "Bert
Brecht," which they performed
for us, was as well done as many
Lawrence theatre productions .
BUT ALL our experiences were
not pleasant, for on Tuesday, we
received our first taste of Mississippi "justice." We were given a
ticket for running a stop sign
which just didn't exist. On Friday we went to court and were
fined $17 even though the arresting officer completely changed his
story.
When we left the court house,
a student from Ripon took a picture of the court house. Well, we
were told by the sheriff "do you
,vant that f . .. g c-amera shoved
down your throat?" and "Get out
of this state or you•n be sorry."
On a visit to Jack.son we were
treated to a shower of stones. But
I do not want to give the impression that the white Southerners
are all bad. There are a few
nice ones or so they tell me.
WE ALSO had the opportunity
to vis it Charles Evers, brother of
slain NAACP leader Medgar
Evers; the COFO office; and Per~
cy Green, the head of a local
Negro newspap€r which is seemfogly supported by the White Citizens' Council.
On our final night the school
had a dance and we visited the
Spot. Saturday morning goodbyes were said, and a wonderful
and memorable week came to a
close.

tion about the selection procedure
for women cow1selors. In this interview Miss Morton answered
questions concerning qualifications counselors should possess
and instruction they receive for
counseling.
THE SELECTION of counselors
follows a set procedure. The initial step in this process of selection consisted in a meeting of
potential applicants; this was followed by interested applicants '
turning in applications to the
dean's office today .
The next step includes the ,applicants' evaluation of each other at
a meeting next week: this evaluation is in the fonn of a five-point
rating of ,a girl's qualifications
for counseling.
Applicants evaluate only those
girls they feel capable of rating;
however a question remains as to
how well these girls must know
one another in order to rate
themselves fairly .
·
THEN the present junior counselors review the applicants and
make recommendations on the
basis of the applications and personal knowledge of the girls. ·
When asked whether the com1selors could eliminate au applicant, Miss Morton noted that they
had in the past but that few girls
are eliminated at this stage.
Whether the junior counselors
should have the prerogative to
diminate girls before the applications go to the selection committee is an open question . Miss
Morton said that the committee
had never asked to review the
applications of the eliminated .girls
in the past.
A1'1'0THER question which can
be raised is whether th~ junior
counselors know the applicants
well enough to make a final decision to eliminate applicants.
This ob~ion is based on the
obvious difficulty which the pr~
ent juniors, who lived in Sage last
year, had in getting to know the
present sophomores who lived
across the oampus.
T'nis is further complicated by
the reversal of these-living situations and consequent lack of contact again this year. It seems
that only sorority -sisters have the
opportunity to get to know certain
underclassmen well.
HOWEVER, Miss Morton feels
that past success of this procedure tends to diminish the importance of this difficulty.
After this review, the applications go to the selection commit~
tee composed of four present
counselors; three seniors who
were counselors; three juniors
who are not counselors; Miss Morton; Miss Carole P. Trautwein,
Colman head resident; and Mrs.
AJice R. Holmes, Ormsby head
resident.
Here the difficulties of contact
with the applicants are taken
into consideration. The three senior counselors, having lived with
these applicants for one year , can
choose qualified girls on the basis
of past experience and the applications themselves.
THE three non-coun~lor juniors serve as a safeguar<l against
the selection of the stereotyped
counselor.
The selection committee makes
the final decision on ,applicants.
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The Counseling System
Th e iss ue of the counseling system should be made
a part of the philosophy of the university. As Lawrence

Five Lawrentians Make Friends,
Learn Situation At Clark College
By VIRGINIA L. SHY
AND WHAT DID you do during spri1_1_g bre ak'? Sleep? Watch TV'? Soak up th e
sun ? Go skiing in As pen? Well , five students from Lawrence - Kim Dammers~
Alexandra Abercrombie, Mark Wilmont, Miss Doroth ea Harvey and Ginny Shysqueezed themselves and their
baggage into Miss Harvey's little
green '55 Ford last Saturday morning to begin a time of learning
about some problems and events
in the lives of Clark college students.
CLARK college is an · all-Negro
college in Atlanta, Georgia , a
rather small assemblage of redbrick buildings set in the heart of
th
·t • 1 ·
N
h
e ci Y s ow-income egro ousing.
Academically, it first seemed to us to be a sort of glorified
high school with its required class
· t dress reguIaa tt endance, s tric
tions, and the somewhat authoritative teachers.
Later, however , we tempered
our view, especially after sitting
in on Reverend Bill Charland's
senior seminar on utopias in which
the free flow of ideas and lucidity
of thought was as good as that of
any seminar at Lawrence.
BUT WE didn't come as high
school prospectives to see the
school as an academic institution .
We came to meet the kids-and
we were not disappointed.
Friendly, articul.ate, eager to
talk and eager to learn, they
seemed to be a bright, happy,
well - dressed and well - spoken

crowd-inte1ligent if not intellectual.
We were welcomed with a
friendship that grew during our
stay as we talked to them .in the
day and in all-night sessions about
racial ·d iscrimination and the civil
rights movement. What we found
out was interesting and a little different from what I had expected.
THE :NEGRO in . Atlanta never·
had it so good. He can go anywhere in the city he chooses, receive services without discrimination , purch ase a hou se wherever
he wis· hes.
I can't shock you with tales of
police brutaJit.y or horrible living
conditions because I saw none.
Many of the beautiful houses I
s.aw in the west (predominantlyNegro) side of Atlanta my father
could not afford.
The low-budget housing was as
good as if not better than Negro
housing I've seen in Chicago. No
policeman ever stopped us as we
travelled in a mixed group.
MOST of the Negro families lived together in the same area, but
I got the impression that they did
this because they wanted to, not
because they had to.
In some ways many students

·
·
reflect this "black bourgeoisie"
attitude. They're sick of civil
rights talk because that's all
they've been hearing for the past
five yeru·s.
They are rather apathetic to racial violence because they are 50.
far removed from the situation.
There are exceptions, however.
BLACK Nationalist s igns hang ~
on doors in the dorms . A freshf
d
man rom Birmingham talke tome about cattle prods and bombs ·
More than one person tensed in his
seat as we clustered around th
TV set watching and listening to
Dr . Martin Luther King's speech·
from Mont i:romery.
News ,of developments .at Selma
traveled quickly about the campus. And the SNCC office in Atlanta was quivering with excitement
as freedom marchet-s
streamed in while we talked toviv.acious Joyce Brown, a girl who
quit college to devote herself to
this organization.
I , for one, am very glad I went
to Atlanta. Seeing the conditions
of the Negro in this Southern cit y
gives me the hope to believe that
some day the race problems ii..
our country will be smoothed out.
0

seeks to r a ise its academic standards we see the need to
r e-evaluate the social foundaUon. The counseling system h, only one manifestation of a needed re-evaluation
of the s,o cial basis of the unive r sity. We shall here deal
with an examination of the women's counseling s ystem.
The Lawrentian feels that while Lawren ce does not
seek a philosophy that neces.sitates a "throw them into
t he river and see if the:;; can swim" attitude, it should
be looking into a counseling system which provides for
a greater freedom.
We take issue with Miss Morton's s.tatement that
Lawrence would attract a different sort of student without this system and that she feels the loss of these stude nts to be of no great conse quence to the college. This
kind of attitude s.eems to be unnecessarily limiting in
rega rd to the extent of the Lawrence student body.
Suc h stud ents may provide needed academic, creative
a nd leadership talent.
Needless to say, the counse ling questio n i s by no
me ans an either/or situ ation: we are n ot choosing betwe en the "throw them in the ri ver and let them swim''
approach and the present system; rather we are lookBy MARY ANN MASUDA
in g for a move to r evise the present system or perhaps
DURING THE spring vacation six Lawrence students drove down to Tougalo o
to look into a s,ystem which would offe r greater equity co ll ege in Mississippi to take part ·i n a student exchange. Our p urpose was primarw ith greater freedom.
ily .to meet students from another campus, particularly a campus down South ,
In looking into the practical features of the present since that is where a great deal
eystem, we come first to the se lection process. As the of the nation's attention is being as well as faculty. Although 95 her rights ha d not yet been infringed upon in her town. Thereper cent of the students are Nephiloso phy of the university has taken steps toward a focused today .
was a "gentleman's agreement"
WE WERE fortunate because
gro, there are students from
freedom of so me sort, the counseling system has changabout where she could go and
we were able to meet with stuJapan, Africa , Pakistan and also
ed .
where she couldn 't, and she had
dents from Tougaloo , Ripon , Ob- several white students from ChiIn the past, junior counselors have had the preroga- erlin , Earlham. Thatcher (a prep
grown up with this understanding.
cago, Appleton and Ohio.
tive to eliminate applicarits1 on "personal knowledge" school in California) and Millsaps,
IT JUST so happened that most
AMONG the faculty are profes·o f the girls. We question this prerogative to make such an all-white college in Jackson , sors
of the places she wanted to go to
from Poland, Germany, Koa final decision on an applicant. The basis for this obwere open to her. Thus, her atMiss.
rea and Pakistan. One of the reatitude was, "Why should I causejection rests on the difficulty which the present junOne of our scheduled activities sons for this international atiors, \vho lived in Sage last year, had in getting to know w.a.s an interview with Percy mosphere is the publicity Tougaloo trouble and demonstrate when I
p resent sophomores who lived acro s·s campus last year. Greene, the editor of the Freedom received last year in regard to really have no problem?
"If and when my rights are inWith similar situations this year it seems unlikely that Democratic Press. In a rather the State's attempt to revoke the
fringed on, then I will do some.these juniors can reject or recommend a girl without spectacular, fist-pounding ·exhibi- school charter.
thing. I don't think demonstration, Greene dogmatically declarIt seems that Toug.aloo w~ in- tions are as effective as the right
be ing swayed by mere campus reputation of a girl. ed,
"I don't want to be white, nor
Moreover it s eems that the majority of personal con- want you to be black. This world stigating too many pro-civil 1ights to vote, so I would work for voter
.tact between juniors and sophomores comes between is a world of people. I don't need activities. After unsuccessful at- registration in my community."
sorority sisters. Because of thes e difficuties it seems your help just because you're tempts to revoke the, college's
My roommate's attitude seemed
charter, the state made another
that only so me of these recommendations or elim- white."
to
be the general feeling of most
move and took ,away Tougaloo's
We also visited Charles Evers
of the students I talked with. Howinations are really valid.
accreditation.
ever, in spite of this attitude,
A rather simple s.o lution to thi s problem is that jun- who addressed om· student body
last year during Civil Rights
Many professors around the
ior counselors decide not to eliminate but merely make week. He seemed to reflect a globe became interested in this there were encouraging signs of
rec ommendations to the selection committee; or if hopeful attitude toward the acqui- battle . and . applications crune in student concern.
DURING the march to Montpresent junior counselors do not wish to assert their sition of Negro rights especially from all over the world.
gomery last wek, Tougaloo charright to eliminate girls, the selection committee should in public accommodations in
ANOTHER characteristic of tered a :busload of students to par assert its prerogative to review these applcations.
Jackson.
Tougaloo is the attitude of many
ticipate. At first the student re HOWEVER, most of our activiof the students towards civil
The composition of the committee represents some
sponse was very poor, but by the
of the changes that have taken place in the last few ties in Mississippi were not sched- rights. Most of the students I talk- time of departure they had a long
years. Here three past senior counselors are represent- uled, and these proved to be most ed to didn't give a damn, not be- waiting list of students wanting
cause they didn 't care, but be- to go.
ed along with three present juniors who are not coun- profitable.
lt was usually during the evecause they had talked too much
I think most of the students who
selors; these two groups allow for contact with the apning convers.ations with students
about it.
participated
in this exchange will
licant in a living situation and for a safeguard against in the "Spoon" or the "(}rill" over
Toug.aloo has conducted about
past counselors s:electing future counselors, respective- a bottle of Colt 45 with some Sam four exchanges thus far, and the agree that the purpose of the trJp
was accomplished: to meet stuly. The non-counselors do help to prevent the appear- Cook playing in the background, students · have been constantly dents on a person-to-person basis,
ance of a "counselor type." Thus the counseling ,s ystem that we were really .able to com- bombarded by the same questions not necessarily as white and Nemunicate.
and the same query, "What oan
h a s made changes ·where changes were necessary.
groes, or northerners ,and southSurprisingly enough , Tougaloo we do?"
The ques:tion of prestige in connection with being a
erners.
Also, as my roommate told me ,
counselor is an important one. Because of the relation has a cosmopolitan student .body
We spent time trying to learn
.o:f the system to th e campus in that counseling does
why we may seem to differ and
trying to understand that it is not
.r e present an honor as well a s a commitment, being a
our differences that separate us ,
counselor has an aura of prestige. In the past, counselbut our dosed. and narrow biases
ing was considered a s a steppingstone to further honors
that prevent us from trying to uns uch as selection to Mortar Board. Although the re- ~
- 45 R.P.M RECORD FREE ~ derstand each other.
sponsibility and the time element involved in counsel- ~
with Every Two Beers Bought at Regular
~
Next week, Lawrence students
ing is emphasized at all the preliminary meetings of
~
35c Price
~ will have the opportunity to meet
a pplicants, the prestige involved is hard to discount.
students from Tougaloo. If we
(Offer Starts at 8 p .m ., Sundays Nights)
In looking to the couseling system in relation to the ~
can spare the time, I'm sure they
academic advance o·f Lawrence, we are looking for
will be more than willing to anmeans of either revising the present system or for a
swer our questions which do not
have to ,be related to civil rights
n ew system of guidance. In either case we are looking
109 West College Avenue
at all , and will be happy just to
for a system which would offer greater equity with
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greater freedom.
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socialize if we have no questions.
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Vike Cagers Finish Season
With Seven Home Victories
Hoover, Steinmetz, Schultz
Average ·O ver 15 Per Game
LOOKING BACK on the 1964-65 basketball season,
the keyword for the year appearg to be "hope." Even
though the final 7-11 rec·ord vrn s far from impressive,
au<l certainly not satisfying, there
were many occasions which provided reasons for optimism.
IN Clyde Rusk's two years as
head basketball coach he has undertaken to raise the fortunes of
Lawrence basketball.
Although
there was only slight improvement in the over-all record, 7-11 as
against 6-12 last year, many other
improvements were made.
Of primary hnportance was the
foot that the Lawrence cagers won
seven of their nine home contests,
beating every te~ in the conference except Carleton and firstplace Cornell. Included in those
seven victories were triumphs
over st. Olaf and Ripon. who
shared the honors with Cornell.
Lawrence was the only team
in the conference to have three
men who everaged over 15 points
per game. This indicated a balance of scoring threat which had
not been present in past years
when the scoring punch had been
carried largely by one man.
THE THREE were Earl Hoover, 16.8, Tom Steinmetz, 16.5, ·and
soph Dick Schultz, 15.0. Schultz
was one of four sophomores who
ranked in the top sixteen scorers,
and he was particularly impressive during the last part of the
season. Junior Tom Steinmetz
also tw·ned many fine performanees as he handled several different tasks this year, ball-handler, rebounder, scorer, and a
general steadying influence.
Along
with steinmetz
and
Schultz, junior Rick Kroos .and
~ Jim Swanson and Mike
O'Fallon should provide an able,
experienced nucleus for next
year's squad. Of first importance
will be the need to fill the gap
left by the gradu.ation of top rebounder Earl Hoover. Hoover was
selected to the second all-conference team and averaged better
than 10 rebowlds per game. His
16.8 scoring .average was loth in
tbe conference.

tremendous strides this year,
Swanson still has a long way to
go before he learns to use his exceptional height to its best advantage. If he can develop into a
strong rebounder , it could be just
the extra spark needed to provide
a winning season.
THE LOSS of senior Gordy
Bond as feeder and ball-handler
will very probably be offset by
Rick Kroos moving into a starting
job. Kroos is also a potent scorer who will help take up the scoring slack left by Hoover.
This year's fine freshman team
provides more reason for hope.
The frosh played a brand of rwiand-shoot basketball which helped
them compensate for their lack of
size with speed and excellent shooting. There should be several who
will move into spots on the varsity and one or two who could capture first-string positions if circumstances were right.

Rusk said he was " very pleased
with the progress made this
year. " "Although we did not win
as many as we had hoped, we did
beat seven teams .at home, which
showed we did have the ability if
we could use it. With the addition
of the freshmen , along with oru·
returning players doing as well
as they did this year, next year
should be a year which shows a
marked improvement over our
eighth-place finish this year. But
it's those spots at the top that we
will really be shooting for, and I
think next year we 'll have a real
good shot at them."
THE FINAL Midwest conference
standings found Cornell, Ripon,
and St. Olaf perched on top with
12-6 record. On the last week-end
for most conference action, St.
Olaf be.at Ripon and tied with

Sideline Highlights
.___ _ _ _ _ _ By ROGER H. QUINDEL _ _

The winter sports season has just closed and the record the three freshman teams compiled gives high
them. This left Cornell, who playhopes for next year. Coach Ronald D. Roberts' undeed less games, with an opportunfeated matmen head the list of successful teams.
ity to tie for the lead if they could
Close behind is the fro sh basketball team which
win the three games they had left
compiled
a 6-2 record in coach Gil Frank's first ye.a r.
after the rest of the season had
Coach R. Eugene Davis's freshman swimmers did not
closed . The Rams came through
have the depth necessary for dual meets but they did
by beating Grinnell, 77-71 , Knox,
smash all the freshmen records.
•
89-84 , and squeaking past MonHead basketball coach Clyde E. Rusk feels that
mouth 72-69 to clinch a tie. Be' 'two, possibly three of this year's frosh may be startloit was one game behind in
fourth place with an 11-7 mark.
ers next year." Steve Simon, the biggest of the freshMIDWEST CONFERENCE
men starters; Dennis Kirchoff, a fine shot who excels
STA.NDINGS
in the role of tslaymaker and guard; and Brian Bock,
W.
L. Pst.
th e freshman team's high scorer, all could pe starters
12
Cornell
6
.666
n ext year.
12
6
.666
Ripon
Others who figure to see action next year are Pat
12
6
.666
St. Olaf
Kenney,
Don Brooke, Bob Krohn, a sophomore transfer
7
.611
11
Beloit
student, and Chuck McKee. The wrestlers look to this
9
.500
Carleton
9
year's freshman team to fill seve n or eight vars.ity spots
9
.500
9
Knox
next year, even though eight of this year's varsity ~ill
10
.444
8
Coe
return.
11
.388
Lawrence
7
Next year's grappler team will consist largely of
13
.277
Grinnell
5
:13
.277
the current team which was paced by five undefeated
::'vlonmouth
5
wrestlers. In the lighter weights the team will have
VARSITY HOME GAME
Neil Russell and JelTy Nightingale, while Earl Tryon,
SCHEDULES
Jeff Brennecke and Biil Mittlefehldt will fill the heavBASEBALL
ier weight spots.
April &-Oshkosh at Appleton
Although the swimmers fared poorly in dual meets,
April 24-Carleton at Appleton
they
will probably be helped most by the current team,
(2 ) ~
a team which consisted of fiye sv.'immers for much of
May I-Lakeland at Appleton
the season.
·
(2 )
Although they lacked depth , the swimmers certainMay ·S--Ripon at Appleton
ly did not lack talent. Pete House . who headed the
May ~St. Olaf at Appleton (2)
frosh finmen, s.mashed six individual and two · relay
GOLF
records. Other freshmen record bl'eakers are Ken MelApril 17-Knox and Ripon at
Appleton
nick , breast stroke; John Sande1~s, back stroke, and
April 24-St. Olaf, Ripon and
Hugh Dennison, distance freestyle.
Carleton at Appleton
The appearance of these athletes in varsity wear
May 1-Ripon Frosh at Applenext year, plus the work of our fine, young coaching
ton
staff may herald a new era in Lawrence athletics.
May 11-St. Norbert at Appleton
TENNIS
April 10-Knox at Appleton
Monmouth at Appleton
April 17-0pen date at Appleton
April 24-St. Olaf at Appleton
Carleton at Appleton
April 29-Carrol at Appleton
May 6-Ripon, Varsity and Frosh,
at Appleton
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TRACK
April 24-Carleton at Appleton
April 8-Concordia and Michigan Tech at Appleton
May S--Ripon, varsity and frosh
at Appleton
May 8--St. Norbert at Appleton

Hoping to fill this gap will be
Swanson at 6-8. Although he made

Support Sports
and
MURPHY'S

~~~~~

CAMPUS
for appointment

Dial RE 9-1805

~

Girl talk. Boy talk.

~

231 East Gollege Ave.
Appleton, Wis .
~

~~~

NEED
A NEW HANDBAG?
Choose from over 1000 models
at Pah-Low's.
Priced from $3 to $100

Alf talk goes better refreshed.
Coca-Cola - with a lively Iift
and never too sweet- refreshes best.

•;,

There's nothing flighty or frivolous about a company th.at makes
shoes called Bostonians. For years it's ~een a sound solid atmosphere, as rigidly masculine as ·the readmg r(!OID 9f t~e Harvard
Club. And then they started making Bostornans m. s1ze 4B. For
girls 4B for prettv little blondes. 6 YzA for beautiful redheads.
Aristocratic 8AAA's for tall willowy brune~tes,. And all those other
sizes for all those other girls. Well. Somethings changed. The tools
are the same. The stitching is the same. Even the staunch o!d shoemakers are the same. But it's differen~ somehow: They sit there
sewing away on a dainty Lady Bostonian moccasin, and w~ll · · ·
they whistle .... and think pink t~oughts!. You can ;.ee. this, captivating colle<.>tion of Lady Bostoman genume mocca~ms at

)-

l
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$11.95 and $12.95

PAH-LOW'S

Exclusively at

Luggage - Gif~- Leather Goods

Heckert Shoe Co.

Downtown Appleton

Bottled under the authorit)' of The Coc1·Col1 Compav ii¥•

LaSalle Bottling Company , Oshkosh, \Visconsfo

Fijis Lead On Quad;
Phi Dells Close-in
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Vike Matinen Finish Eighth
In Conference T ournainent
FOR THE second yeai· in a row the Vike rnatmep
have reached the .500 plateau in dual meets. This year,
under coach Ron Roberts, the Vike grapplers compiled
a 4-3 dual meet mark. Although
the Vikes finished only eighth in
the conference tournament, prospects look bright for next year.
EIGHT of ten varsity grappler·s
return along with one of the best
freshmen wrestling teams in the
school's history.
Of the three wrestlers who pl.ac-

ed in the conferenc e m eet, which
was won by Cornell, two we1·c
sophomores. Cornell, which won
its twentieth title in 22 years,
edged out Monmouth 71-70. The
Vikes finished eighth hut only 13
points separated them from the
first division.
THE MATMEN were led by
Rich Agness, undefeated in dual
meets, and a silver medalist in
the conference meet.
Agness, who is only a sophomore, won his first two matches
4-0, but he could not handle Blodgett of Carleton in the 17i pound
final.

Jerry Gatzke, another sophomore star, won his first, but lost
his second bout in the 191 pound
division.
IN THE wrestlebacks Gatzke
really came to life with a 5-0 win
over Smith of Carleton, and a 1: 20
pin over Heidemann of St. Olaf,
to gain his third place bronze
medal.
In the 123 pound cJ.ass, Jess

Oden, one of the two seniors on
the team, copped fourth place

Tankmen Take Fifth
At Conference Meet
Lawrence, with 28 points, placed fifth in the Midwest Conference swimming meet at Carleton
college -as Cornell won the team
honors with 71 points.
There were two conference records set in the meet. Bill Putnam
of Beloit in the 200-yard freestyle
and John Gibbs of Cornell in the
200-yard butterfly.
Although Lawrence failed to
· keep the Midwest conference title
they won la.st year, they performed as well as was expected. Dan
Foster won the diving for the
third straight year with Larry
Wilson finishing third. John Isaac
and Nick Vogel finished fourth
and fifth respectively in the 200yard breastroke.
Fred Nordeen was fifth in the
200-yard butterfly. Lawrence also
placed two relays. The 400-yard
medley relay <Tom Thomas,
Isaac, Nordeen, and Tod Mitchell) finished fourth while the 400yard f~eestyle relay <Mitchell,
Dana Z1tek, Chuck Lenz, and Nordeen) came in fourth.

laurels.
He pinned Carleton's
Sanford in 1: 26, lost to Brown of
Cornell, but came back strongly
to gain the consolation finals.

In his battle for third place.
Oden lost a heartbreaker. 2-1, and
had to settle for fourt l).
AT THE close of the season
Roberts said , "I look forward to
combining this year's team with
our fine freshmen." Because of
his expectations for next year
Roberts has prepared the toughest schedule in the school's history.
For the first time the team will
meet all nine conference foes, and
at least four tournaments are
schedule<l.

Roger Merb to Join
Athletic Department
Roger L. Merb has been name<l
instructor in physical education,
head varsity baseball coach and
assistant football coach at Lawrence, announced athletic di.rector
Bernard E. Heselton. Merb's appointment, effective in September, is subject to confirmation
by the board of trustees.
Merb is presently at Ohio university in Athens, where he earned the bachelor of science degree
in education in 1963, the master of
education degree in 1964, an<l is
working toward a doctorate.
He is a graduate assistant in
the physical education department and has been assitant coach
for both the freshman and varsity football squads.
A six-letter man at Ohio in
football and baseball, Merh played quarterback on the 1960 National College Division Championship and the Mid-American Conference Championship grid squad,
which had a 10-0 record.

In baseball, he played either
~ond or third base and hit .412

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

~~

With the schedule for the winter term completed and most of
the scores reoorted, the interfraternity standings show the Fijis
on top by 700 supremacy points.
Although bowling and handball
have not been completed, basketball and ping-pong are over and
have somewhat changed the
standings.
The Phi Delts with their firstplace finish in basketball, move<l
ahead of the Betas, putting them
in second place with 650 points.
The Betas, meanwhile, taking a
second in ping-pong and sharing
a third in basketball with the
Fijis, dropped into third place
with 600 points.

I
~

The Sig Eps have not placed as
yet this term and are now tied
for fourth with the Delts who
picked up second place in basketball. The Phi Taus captured third
place in ping-pong and now have
50 points.
These are not the final standings for the second term because
all the competition has not been
completed. By next week all the
results should be available.
Coming up this term are soft
ball. track, and tennis. Any one
could be the deciding contest, as
it looks like a three-team race
with the top three only 100 points
apart as of now.
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WEEKEND SPECIAL
Friday Noon Until
Monday, 9 a.m.

Offers You:
1. THE QUICKEST SERVICE

2. THE CLEANEST CLOTHES
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3. THE SHORTEST WALK
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MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

Jerry's P!pe Shop

in his best year.

MEN

See Them Today at
311 E. COLLEGE AVENUE-APPLETON
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For Reservations Call
RE 9-2346
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planning a dance . . .
or dinner ••• or meeting?

~

PA.TIO
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Look Yoar Best

~:i

Get Your HAIR CUT NOW at

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
Third -Floor Zuelke Building
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Just received. complete Free Press Series of Paper Bound Books
Outstanding Authors, Outstanding Titles

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE
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